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Overview:
The personal project encourages students to practice and strengthen their approaches to
learning (ATL) skills, to consolidate prior and subject-specific learning, and to develop an area of
personal interest. The personal project provides an excellent opportunity for students to produce
a truly personal and often creative product/outcome and to demonstrate a consolidation of their
learning in the MYP. Each student develops a personal project independently.

Aims and Objectives:
The aims of the MYP projects are to encourage and enable students to:







participate in a sustained, self-directed inquiry within a global context
generate creative new insights and develop deeper understandings through in-depth
investigation
demonstrate the skills, attitudes and knowledge required to complete a project over
an extended period of time
communicate effectively in a variety of situations
demonstrate responsible action through, or as a result of, learning
appreciate the process of learning and take pride in their accomplishments.

The objectives state the specific targets that are set for learning. They define what you will be
able to accomplish as a result of your study.
They also align with the assessment criteria your project score is based on.

Objective
A

Investigating

Objective
B

Planning

Objective
C

Taking Action

Objective
D

Reflecting

i. Define a clear goal and global context for the project, based
on personal interests.
ii. Identify prior learning and subject-specific knowledge
relevant to the project.
iii. Demonstrate research skills.
i. Develop criteria for the product/outcome.
ii. Plan and record the development process of the project.
iii. Demonstrate self-management skills.
i. Create a product/outcome in response to the goal, global
context and criteria.
ii. Demonstrate thinking skills.
iii. Demonstrate communication and social skills.
i. Evaluate the quality of the product/outcome against their
criteria.
ii. Reflect on how completing the project has extended their
knowledge and understanding of the topic and the global
context.
iii. Reflect on their development as IB learners through the
project.
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The MYP personal project consists of three major components.
Personal project component
Focus on topic leading towards
a product or an outcome

How it is assessed
Evident in the presentation/report

Process journal

A selection of extracts in appendices of the report

Report

The content of the report assessed using all four criteria

MYP personal project components
This overview describes the components of a complete personal project that is ready to be
submitted to the student’s advisor for assessment or to the IB for moderation.
To include:
MYP personal project
coversheet

Prompts:
Complete the cover sheet at the very end of the project.

MYP projects academic
honesty form

You will need this form from the beginning of your project
since you must complete three sections during meetings with
your advisor.

Evidence of your product /
outcome

You need to include evidence of the product / outcome. You
can include (a copy of) the product itself, or extracts of the
product, or up to five still images or 30 seconds of video of
the product / outcome.

Project report

Appendices:
Process journal extracts
(Supporting visual aids for
oral presentations)

Bibliography/sources

Your report can be in written, electronic, oral, visual or
combination of formats. The report is distinct from your
process journal and product / outcome. In the report, you
discuss the process you carried out and what you learned
from completing the personal project. Your report should be
structured in identifiable sections, following the MYP projects
objectives.
These are short sections from your process journal that
exemplify the knowledge, processes and skills you
developed through the project. If your report is an oral
presentation, you may include the visual aids you used, but
they will count towards the 10 A4 pages or (annotated)
screenshots you can submit in the appendices.
You must include a bibliography that follows a recognized
convention, as used by your school. You may use in-text
citations, footnotes/endnotes or other recognized systems to
credit the ideas of others in your work.
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Getting Started:

1. Documenting the Process Journal:
You can document your learning throughout your project as a word document, create a blog,
video, or use any format you like to maintain it.
The process journal is:
• Used throughout the project to document its
development an evolving record of intents, processes,
and accomplishments.
• A place to record initial thoughts and developments,
brainstorming, possible lines of inquiry and further
questions rose.
• A place for recording interactions with sources, for
example teachers, advisors, external contributors.
• A place to record selected, annotated and/or edited
research and to maintain a bibliography.
• A place for storing useful information, for example
quotations, pictures, ideas, photographs.
• A means of exploring ideas and solutions.
• A place for evaluating work completed.
• A place for reflecting on learning.
• Devised by the student in a format that suits his or her
needs.
• A record of reflections and formative feedback
received.

The process journal isn’t:
• Used on a daily basis (unless this
is useful for the student).
• Written up after the process has
been completed.
• Additional work on top of the
project; it is part of and supports
the project.
• A diary with detailed writing about
what was done.
• A static document with only one
format.

You must show your advisor evidence of your process documented in your journals when you
meet with him/her.
 Your personal project plan is the start of your process journal.
 Date every entry.
 Aim for a minimum of one entry per week. Entries include:
 Brainstorming and Thinking Maps.
 Notes, bullet lists, charts, short paragraphs, timelines.
 Annotated research
 Bibliography of resources.
 Notes on what has been learned.
 Annotated illustrations, pictures, photographs, sketches, diagrams.
 Artifacts from inspirational visits to museums, performances, etc...
 Self and peer assessment
 Explanations of how the research was used in the project to reach your goal
 Challenges/difficulties faced
 Questions to ask your advisor and answers received
 A website or blog may be an effective process journal when:
 used to record important documents
 shared with the advisor
 includes visual records as well as written records
 chronicles the key moments of the process
 keeps all of the process in a secure location
 includes audio records
 includes interactive components such as:
• comment space for advisor
• comment space for guest viewers or research experts
• live conversation/video contact links
• it is password protected.
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 An annotated slide show may be an effective process journal when:
 images such as photographs and video clips chronicle the process of the project
 images are arranged in a logical order
 annotations such as titles and comments explain the work
 working with images is a key communication tool of the student
 include audio clips (music or voice recordings that convey aspects of the process).
 A scrap book may be an effective process journal when:
 evidence is arranged in a logical sequence (this could include collage and mind map work)
 items are annotated
 items are dated to show chronology
 objects that reveal the nature of the project are included such as samples of textiles,
colour swatches
 a variety of materials are used
 it allows the student to effectively communicate the process.
 A Word Document may be an effective process journal when:
 the process is clearly chronicled
 mind maps, planning and brainstorming is included
 comments and thoughts are written to explain the process
 images may be inserted to show evidence of product
 the format allows the student to communicate the process effectively.
 A video journal is an effective process journal when:
 the footage is edited to show the process

key moments of the entire the process are recorded
 the journal is shared with the advisor
 the journal allows the student the opportunity to convey the richness of the undertaking
 includes research and creation processes
 includes interviews
 includes commentary from supporters/ mentors.
 A combination of recording styles
The process journal does not have to be a book or a film or a website. It could be a
combination of all of these.
The process journal could be conceived as an installation that shows the multidisciplinary
nature of the process.
The process journal could contain evidence of all these different styles collected in a book or
a website.

Don’t forget to reflect on your use and development of the Approaches to
Learning throughout your process journal!
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2. Choose your topic.
Consider the following questions while thinking about what topic to choose:
 What is something that you have always wanted to learn but have never had the
opportunity?
 What problems in our community would you want to solve?
 How do you like to express yourself?
 How and what can you innovate to improve our quality of life or community?
3. Select your advisor with a general topic in mind.
 Identify a teacher who you will meet with at least once per month (during the
school year) and who will guide you through your project from start to finish.
 Choose someone you are comfortable working with.
4. Select your Global Context
Global context enables you to develop a deeper understanding of both the topic and how it
relates to the real world, and to explain why your project matters.
Who am I? Who are we?

Identities & Explore identity; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social
Relationships and spiritual health; human relationships including families, friends,
communities and cultures; what it means to be human.

Project Examples:
 Two sides of social networking; an awareness campaign about digital citizenship and
cyber bullying.
 How online identities impact offline relationships; a research essay.
 Keeping culinary traditions; a video series following family recipes with historical
relevance.
 The effect of mass media on teenage identity; a short film.

Orientation in
Time & Space

What is the meaning of “where” and “when”?
Explore personal histories; homes and journeys; turning points in
humankind; discoveries; explorations and migrations of humankind; the
relationships between, and the interconnectedness of, individuals and
civilizations, from personal, local and global perspectives.

Project Examples:
 The Euclidean space perspective of the universe; a 3D model.
 Explorers in search of a new world; immigration over the ages through visual texts.
 The Mayflower and the dream of religious freedom; a personal family history.
 Charting a family history through archives and a representational statue.

Personal &
Cultural
Expression

What is the nature and purpose of creative expression?
Explore the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings,
nature, culture, beliefs and values; the ways in which we reflect on,
extend and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.

Project Examples:
 Video games as a form of cultural expression; a short film using five video games that
shows how they are an expression of our culture.
 The art of Manga in Japanese culture; a Japanese anime and a survey of the
understanding of my peers.
 Culture and self-expression through dance at the local community arts center; a
performance.
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Scientific &
Technical
Innovation

How do we understand the world in which we live?
Explore the natural world and its laws; the interaction between people
and the natural world; how humans use their understanding of
scientific principles; the impact of scientific and technological advances
on communities and environments; the impact of environments on
human activity; how humans adapt environments to their needs.

Project Examples:
 Nano fibers build stronger bikes; a prototype bike with nano fibers.
 What’s the matter with the anti-matter?; an informational talk.
 Why are genetics and genomics important to my health?; a media presentation.
 Can stem cells replace organ transplants?; an investigative report.

Globalization
&
Sustainability

How is everything connected?
Explore the interconnectedness of human-made systems and
communities; the relationship between local and global processes;
how local experiences mediate the global; the opportunities and
tensions provided by world interconnectedness; the impact of
decision-making on humankind and the environment.

Project Examples:
 The struggle for water in developing countries; an awareness campaign.
 The impact of the financial crises of Europe and the European Economic
Community on the United States; a visual presentation.
 Education as the tool to change the future of Peru; a workshop for adults.
 The role of the developing countries in protecting the tropical rain forest; a
collection of slides.

Fairness &
Development

What are the consequences of our common humanity?
Explore rights and responsibilities; the relationship between
communities; sharing finite resources with other people and with other
living things; access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict
resolution.

Project Examples:
 Supporting fair trade: Cocoa trade in Ghana; an awareness campaign for our
school restaurant/cafeteria to promote fair trade
 Open-market economies and their role in fair trade; a talk for students
 Exploring the intersections of race and inequality; a radio broadcast
 Asylum seekers and their right to live like us; a painting
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Here are examples of how the global context will shape your personal project focus.
Example: Rap

Global Context
Identity & Relationships
Orientation in Space &
Time
Personal & Cultural
Expression

Examples
Why does rap speak to me?
Explore the development of rap as a style of music across
continents
Perform a rap song for peers and have a questions and
answer session about the song, inspiration, and development

Example: Solar Energy Devices

Global Context

Examples

Scientific & Technical
Innovation

Design a 3D model of a solar device with instructions for
construction

Orientation in Space &
Time

Investigate how, in history, different cultures have made use
of energy for different needs

Globalization &
Sustainability

Debate Herve Kempf’s ideas about “how the rich are
destroying the earth”

5. Develop your goal (SMART: specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, time-based)
AND determine your product / outcome.
You should develop a goal that you can accomplish and challenges your knowledge, skills or
techniques in an appropriate way. Make sure that you can achieve your goal with the time
and resources available to you. Discuss your goal with your advisor to make sure it is
realistic, not too simple, or too complex.
6. Develop Your Process:
Resources for Investigation and Planning
Show evidence of new learning throughout your project. The number and type of
resources will vary depending upon the nature of your project; however, to reach the
highest levels of achievement through investigating, you must select a range of sources
and a variety of source types. Available sources may include: subject-area content,
significant people, survey data, published media, internet resources (providing a variety
of resources), video or audio recordings, and images.
7. Reflect
 You must reflect on your learning throughout your project in order to achieve the highest
score on the IB Rubrics.
 These reflections must be included in your process journal.
 Reflection topics include:
o Your development of the IB Approaches to Learning skills.
o What ATL skills were your strengths prior to beginning the Personal Project?
o What skills did you develop as you completed your personal project?
Example: Research skills are an important component of your personal project. Once
your project is completed you will have evaluated the reliability of sources, selected
relevant and reliable sources, and created a properly cited bibliography. If you have
never done this before, then you have developed your ATL Information Literacy and
Thinking skills!
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Approaches to Learning
Organization: managing time and tasks effectively.

SelfManagement

Collaboration
Communication

Affective Skills (Managing state of Mind): Mindfulness, Perseverance,
Stress management, self-motivation, Resilience.
Reflection: self-assessment, identifying strengths and weaknesses,
reflect on ATL skill development (what do you do well? What needs
practice?) What can you do to become a more efficient and effective
learner?
Working effectively with others
Literacy (reading strategies; using and interpreting content-specific
resources to achieve goals), using a variety of media in research of
presentation, having a variety of presentation skills.
Information Literacy: Finding, interpreting, judging and creating
information
i. Make connections between sources
ii. Use critical skills to analyze and interpret media
communications

Information
Literacy

Media Literacy: Interacting with media to use and create ideas and
information
• Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize and ethically use
information from a variety of sources and media (including digital
social media and online networks)
• Demonstrate awareness of media interpretations of events and
ideas(including digital social media)
• Seek a range of perspectives from multiple and varies sources.
Critical Thinking: Analyzing and evaluating issues and ideas

Thinking

Creative Thinking: Generating novel ideas and considering new
perspectives.
Transfer: Using skills and knowledge in multiple contexts.
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Writing the Project Report
The MYP personal project report demonstrates your learning throughout your project. Reflection
and self-evaluation are a key component of your process journal entries and should be reflected
in your project report.
The report should be presented with the following subheadings. Use the following questions to
guide what you should include within each.
Investigating
 What was your SMART goal?
 What made your goal a highly challenging goal?
 How did your personal interests influence the selection of your goal?
 What is your global context? Why did you select this global context?
 What is the relationship between your goal and the global context?
 What relevant prior knowledge did you have?
 What new understandings did you gain from your research?
 What sources did you use?
 How did you know they were credible? Accurate? Relevant? Objective?
Planning









What were your criteria?
Why did you select your criteria?
What makes your criteria rigorous?
Explain the step-by-step process and timeline you used as you worked to complete
your project.
Refer to specific process journal extracts you included in your appendix.
How did you manage your time and resources effectively?
What obstacles did you experience?
How did you handle those obstacles?

Taking Action
 Describe the product/outcome that you created.
 How does your product/outcome reflect the SMART goal that you developed?
 How does your product/outcome reflect the global context you selected?
 Why did you choose to express your learning through your product/outcome?
 How did you collaborate throughout your project?
 How does your product/outcome reflect new ideas and different perspectives?
Reflecting
 How does your product/outcome meet each criterion that you developed?
 How can you transfer your newly learned knowledge to other areas of your life?
 How has completing the project extended your knowledge and understanding of your
topic?
 How has completing the project extended your knowledge and understanding of the
global context you selected?
 Which IB Learner Profile Attributes did you develop throughout the project?
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Possible formats for the MYP personal project report are divided into four main areas: written,
electronic, oral and visual.

FORMAT
WRITTEN
ELECTRONIC (website, blog, slide show)
ORAL (podcast, radio broadcast, recorded
VIRTUAL (film)

LENGTH
1,500 – 3,500 words
1,500 – 3,500 words
13 – 15 minutes
13 – 15 minutes

If students submit a multimedia report comprising both written and audio/visual formats, the
maximum number of words and time are as follows:
TIME
(audio or audio-visual recordings)
3 minutes
6 minutes
9 minutes
12 minutes

WORD LIMIT
AND
AND
AND
AND

1,200 – 2, 800 words
900 – 2,100 words
600 – 1.400 words
300 – 700 words

If a personal project involves group work, each individual student must create his or her own
report clearly demonstrating his or her contribution in all stages of the personal project. Further,
each student must maintain his or her own process journal.
When submitting the report for assessment, students must include:

the personal project coversheet

the completed academic honesty form

process journal extracts

You should carefully select evidence from their process journals to demonstrate development in
all criteria. You should select a maximum of 10 individual extracts to represent the key
developments of your project. The extracts should demonstrate how you have addressed each of
the objectives. These extracts are submitted as appendices of the report, should be numbered 1
through 10, and referenced in your report as evidence of your learning.

any supporting visual aids used during the presentation, if applicable

Bibliography / sources.

Assessment:

The IB Personal Project Rubric is available in the appendix. You should use the rubric to
understand the performance expectations for your work and to self-assess your project before
you submit it.
You can earn up to 32 points, 8 points within each of 4 criteria on the IB MYP Personal Project
rubric. Once your advisor has assessed your project using the Personal Project rubrics, your
score will be determined based on the following table:
Personal Project Rubric Score
32 – 28
27 – 24
23 – 19
18 – 15
14 – 10
9–6
5–1

IB Grade
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

To be awarded a certificate of completion in the MYP Programme, you must
receive a score of 4 or better on your Personal Project.
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Assessment Criteria

Criterion A:
Investigating

Criterion B:
Planning

Criterion C:
Taking Action

Criterion D:
Reflecting

7-8

5-6

The student is able to:
define a clear and highly challenging
goal and context for the project, based
on personal interests

The student is able to:
define a clear and challenging goal and
context for the project, based on
personal interests

identify prior learning and subjectspecific knowledge that is consistently
highly relevant to the project

identify prior learning and subjectspecific knowledge generally relevant to
the project

demonstrate excellent research skills.

demonstrate substantial research skills.

The student is able to:
develop rigorous criteria for the
product/outcome
present a detailed and accurate plan
and record of the development process
of the project
demonstrate excellent selfmanagement skills.
The student is able to:
create an excellent product/outcome in
response to the goal, global context
and criteria

The student is able to:
develop substantial and appropriate
criteria for the product/outcome

Demonstrate excellent thinking skills

demonstrate substantial thinking skills

demonstrate excellent communication
and social skills.
The student is able to:
present an excellent evaluation of the
quality of the product/outcome against
his or her criteria
present excellent reflection on how
completing the project has extended
his or her knowledge and
understanding of the topic and the
global context
present excellent reflection on his or
her development as an IB learner
through the project.

demonstrate substantial communication
and social skills.
The student is able to:
present a substantial evaluation of the
quality of the product/outcome against
his or her criteria
present substantial reflection on how
completing the project has extended his
or her knowledge and understanding of
the topic and the global context

present a substantial plan and record of
the development process of the project
demonstrate substantial selfmanagement skills.
The student is able to:
create a substantial product/outcome in
response to the goal, global context and
criteria

present substantial reflection on his or
her development as an IB learner
through the project.

3-4
The student is able to:
outline a basic and appropriate
goal and context for the project,
based on personal interests
identify basic prior learning and
subject-specific knowledge
relevant to some areas of the
project
demonstrate adequate research
skills.
The student is able to:
develop adequate criteria for the
product/outcome
present an adequate plan and
record of the development process
of the project
demonstrate adequate selfmanagement skills.
The student is able to:
create a basic product/outcome in
response to the goal, global
context and criteria
demonstrate adequate thinking
skills
demonstrate adequate
communication and social skills.
The student is able to:
present a basic evaluation of the
quality of the product/outcome
against his or her criteria
present adequate reflection on
how completing the project has
extended his or her knowledge
and understanding of the topic and
the global context
present adequate reflection on his
or her development as an IB
learner through the project.

1-2

The student is able to:
state a goal and context for the
project, based on personal interests,
but this may be limited in depth or
accessibility
identify prior learning and subjectspecific knowledge, but this may be
limited in occurrence or relevance
demonstrate limited research skills.
The student is able to:
develop limited criteria for the
product/outcome
present a limited or partial plan
and record of the development
process of the project
demonstrate limited selfmanagement skills.
The student is able to:
create a limited product/outcome in
response to the goal, global context
and criteria
demonstrate limited thinking skills
demonstrate limited communication
and social skills.
The student is able to:
present a limited evaluation of the
quality of the product/outcome
against his or her criteria
present limited reflection on how
completing the project has extended
his or her knowledge and
understanding of the topic and the
global context
present limited reflection on his or
her development as an IB learner
through the project.
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Personal Project Timeline
Deadline to meet with
Advisor and complete
Action

Expectations

•
•
•
•
•

September
2016

•
•
•
•
•
•

October
2016

•
•
•
•

November
2016

•
•
•
•

Choose the topic.
Find a advisor.
Brainstorm ideas for the personal project.
Decide on the format/s you will use for your process journal and make
necessary arrangements (purchasing a scrapbook or setting up a blog
to use for your journal entries).
In your process journal:
 Write a clear goal for your Personal Project.
 Write a sentence about each criterion you will be assessed on for
the Personal Project. Explain what you think each criterion means
and what you need to do to achieve well in each criterion.
 Reflect on what draws you to this topic and why you are interested
in it.
 Write down which Global Context you are considering and why?
 Write down questions you might have for when you meet your
advisor in October.
Start initial research.
Complete and submit the Commitment Contract form.
Complete Academic Honesty Form.
Complete the Personal Project Plan form.
Begin planning the budget and expenses for your Project.
Have first meeting of the year with advisor & record the meeting
on the academic honesty form.
Finalize your project goal with your advisor by choosing a global
context and creating a SMART goal.
Continue your research. Discuss your progress and challenges with
your advisor.
Continue writing in your process journal.
In your process journal:
 Create a set of questions you need to find answers to when
researching your topic and Global Context.
 Brainstorm at least five ideas for people / places/ information
sources that you could use for researching your topic and Global
Context.
Using your research questions, begin researching your topic and
Global Context. Take notes in your process journal.
Discuss your progress and challenges with your advisor.
Develop your project’s criteria for success.
Develop and begin implementing an action plan for creating/doing your
project.
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•

December
2016
•
•

•
•
•

January
2017

February
2017

March
2017

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In your process journal:
 Reflect on what specific information from your research has taught
you about your topic and chosen Global Context.
 Reflect on how specific information from your research will help you
to achieve your goal.
 In your process journal, reflect on the decisions you will need to
make to achieve your goal. Explain how specific information from
your research will help you to make these decisions.
 Write down a detailed step-by-step process or plan for achieving
your goal.
Begin working on your product.
Discuss your progress with your advisor to make sure that the project
is meeting your criteria for success. Discuss challenges with your
advisor and work on developing solutions to any obstacles or
difficulties.
Decide on a format for your report. Begin creating the draft of your
report by doing the Investigating section.
Have a mid-point meeting with your advisor & record the meeting
on the academic honesty form.
Continue implementing your action plan. Make sure that you are
meeting your criteria for success. Discuss challenges with your advisor
and work on developing solutions to any obstacles or difficulties.
Continue writing in your process journal.
Continue developing the draft of your report. Do the Planning section.
Send the draft of the first two sections of your report to your advisor for
feedback.
Finalize your project.
Add to your process journal as necessary.
Select--with the help of your advisor—the 10 process journal extracts
that will be included with your report.
Continue developing the draft of your report. Do the Taking Action
section.
Finish developing the draft of your report. Do the Reflecting section.
Send your draft to your advisor for feedback.
Finalize your report.
Complete the MYP personal project coversheet.
Have a final meeting with your advisor & record the meeting on
the academic honesty form.
Develop a way to display and/or present your project at the expo.
Attend the Personal Project Expo.
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Personal Project Plan
Project title
Date/Duration of
Project

Student

Goal: Formulate a statement that clearly shows your goal, based on your personal interests.

What is the purpose of the goal? What do you hope to achieve?

Global context: Identify the global context.

Identify which part of the global context you
will focus on.

Explain why you have chosen it, justifying the
relevance of your inquiry.

Product/outcome: What product/outcome will you create in response to the goal, global context
and criteria?
Product:
Criteria: Which criteria will ensure my product/outcome is of excellent quality? How will I evaluate it?

Research: What do you
have to research? Be
specific and list how you
will collect all the
information you need.

Media:

Surveys:

Interviews:

Observations & experiences:

Process Journal: How will you record the significant findings and development of the process?
Specify type of format.

Report: How will you report it? Written/digital format/mixed media/oral presentation
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Criteria Chart
Use the chart to develop the criteria for your product/outcome. You should select
the categories that are appropriate. You may also include other categories that fit
your product/outcome.
Goal:
Global context:
Form
What will it look like?
What materials will I use?
What tools will I use?
What size will it be?
How will it be assembled?
Function
What is its purpose?
What will it do?
How easily can it be used /
maintained?
User/Audience
Who it is for?
Consider age, gender,
socioeconomic
background.
Cost
Is there a maximum cost?
Is this a material cost/time
cost?
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Criteria template
Complete the rubric for your product/outcome. You should select the criteria that are appropriate – you are
not expected to include them all. You may also include other criteria that fit your product/outcome.
Goal
Global context

Aesthetics
Appearance, style, colour, shape, pattern, form, texture, finish, layout
Cost
Is there a maximum cost?
Is this a material cost / time cost?
User/Audience
Who it is for?
Consider age, gender, socioeconomic background
Environmental considerations
How will the design directly or indirectly affect the environment?
Function
What is its purpose?
What will it do?
How easily can it be used / maintained?
Materials What materials will be used?
What properties do the materials need to have?
Size / Content
Are there any specific sizes that need to be considered?
Is there a particular amount of content required?
Impact
What impact do I want my product / outcome to have?

1–2
Limited

3–4
Adequate

5–6
Substantial

7–8
Rigorous
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Advisor Meeting Notes
DATE

MAIN POINTS DISCUSSED

MEETING 1:
REQUIRED
(beginning of
process)

Please record the first, interim, and final
meeting on the MYP Projects academic
honesty form (see appendix) and submit with
your final project.

MEETING 2:
REQUIRED
(interim
meeting)

Please record the first, interim, and final
meeting on the MYP Projects academic
honesty form (see appendix) and submit with
your final project.

MEETING 3:
REQUIRED
(final meeting)

Please record the first, interim, and final
meeting on the MYP Projects academic
honesty form (see appendix) and submit with
your final project.

SIGNATURE/INITIALS
Student:
Advisor:
Student:
Advisor

Student:
Advisor:
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Evaluating Sources
Please use this format to evaluate every source you use as you work on your personal project.

Who is the source’s author?
What are the author’s credentials?
Credibility (Origin)

Who is the publisher?

What is the date of publication?
Currency

For websites, when was the site last updated?
What is the intended purpose?

Point of view or bias
Is it easy to make out the author’s opinions?
(Purpose or Limitations)

Coverage

Is the work a primary or secondary source?

What have you learned from this source?
Relevance and value

How will it help you achieve your product/outcome?
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MYP Personal Project COVERSHEET
Student Name
Student number
School name
School number
Advisor name

Title of the project:

Goal of the project:

Length (word count and/or presentation time):

Included when submitting the project
A completed academic honesty form
Process journal extracts
Any supporting visual aids used during the presentation, if applicable
Bibliography/sources
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MYP Personal project ACADEMIC HONESTY FORM
Student name:
Student number:
School name:
School number:
Advisor name:
Student:
This document records your progress and the nature of your discussions with your advisor. You
should aim to see your advisor at least three times: at the start of the process to discuss your initial
ideas, then once you have completed a significant amount of your project, and finally once your
completed report/presentation has been submitted.
Advisor:
You are asked to have at least three supervision sessions with students, one at the start of the
process, an interim meeting and then the final meeting. Other sessions are permitted but do not
need to be recorded on this sheet. After each session, students should make a summary of what
was discussed and you should sign and date these comments.
Date

Main points discussed

Signature/initials
Student:

Meeting 1

Advisor:
Student:

Meeting 2

Advisor:
Student:

Meeting 3

Advisor:

Advisor comment

Student declaration
I confirm that this work is my own and this is the final version. I have acknowledged, in the body of
my work, each use of the words, work or ideas of another person, whether written, oral or visual
(hard copy and/or electronic materials).
Advisor declaration
I confirm that, to the best of my knowledge, the material submitted is the authentic work of the
student.
Student’s signature
Date
Advisor’s signature

Date
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International Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme
MYP Personal Project
2015-2016

Advisor Information and Agreement
Student Name: ________________________________________________________________
Dear Student: Please give this form to your project advisor to read and complete. Forms should be
submitted to the MYP Personal Project Coordinator.

Information for all Advisors:
Students in the International Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme (IB MYP) are completing a
Personal Project as their culminating 10th grade assignment. The Personal Project can take many forms
- a work of art, a science experiment, a community service project - but it is a long-term project based
in an area of interest for the student. Each student is required to have a advisor to offer consistent
guidance and feedback and to monitor the student’s progress along the project timeline. As a advisor,
you will:
• Be given a guide which explains the MYP Personal Project and your responsibilities.
• Understand and adhere to the deadlines, requirements of the personal project, and
assessment criteria as presented in the guide.
• Attend mandatory advisor meetings and standardized scoring during the school year.
• Meet with your student(s) on a regular basis (typically at least once each month) between
now and the deadline for submission to monitor progress, give feedback, and offer
suggestions for next steps. IB requires a minimum of three meetings.
• Contact the IB MYP Coordinator if your student(s) are not fulfilling the project requirements.
• Complete a final evaluation of your student(s)’ work using the IB MYP assessment criteria
for the Personal Project and submit it to the IB MYP Coordinator.

To be completed by advisors:
Advisor Name: _______________________________________________________________
Position & school: __________________________________________________
Signature____________________________________________________________________

Your signature on this form indicates agreement to the duties listed above.
Parent / Guardian Signature __________________________________________
Parent/ Guardian Telephone: _________________________________________
Parent/ Guardian Email: _____________________________________________
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IB APPROACHES TO LEARNING

How can students
communicate through
interaction?

Communication

Exchanging thoughts, messages and information effectively through
interaction
• Give and receive meaningful feedback
• Use intercultural understanding to interpret communication
• Use a variety of speaking techniques to communicate with a variety of
audiences
• Use appropriate forms of writing for different purposes and audiences
• Use a variety of media to communicate with a range of audiences
• Interpret and use effectively modes of non-verbal communication
• Participate in, and contribute to, digital social media networks
• Collaborate with peers and share ideas with multiple audiences using a
variety of digital environments and media.

Collaboration

How can students
demonstrate
communication
through language?

Reading, writing and using language to gather and communicate
information
• Read critically and for comprehension
• Read a variety of sources for information and for pleasure
• Make inferences and draw conclusions
• Use and interpret a range of discipline-specific terms and symbols
• Write for different purposes
• Understand and use mathematical notation
• Paraphrase accurately and concisely
• Preview and skim texts to build understanding
• Take effective notes in class/Make effective summary notes for
studying
• Use a variety of organizers for academic writing tasks
• Organize and depict information logically/Structure information in
essays and reports

How can students
collaborate?

Working effectively with others
• Use social media networks appropriately to build and develop
relationships
• Practice empathy
• Delegate and share responsibility for decision-making
• Help others to succeed
• Take responsibility for one’s own actions / Advocate for one’s own
rights and needs
• Manage and resolve conflict and work collaboratively in teams
• Build consensus
• Make fair and equitable decisions
• Listen actively to other perspectives and ideas / Give and receive
meaningful feedback
• Negotiate effectively
• Encourage others to contribute / Exercise leadership and take on a
variety of roles within groups
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Self-Management

Organization
How can students
demonstrate
organization skills

Managing time and tasks effectively
• Plan short- and long-term assignments; meet deadlines / Keep and use a
weekly planner
• Create plans to prepare for summative assessments (examinations and
performances)
• Set goals that are challenging and realistic
• Plan strategies and take action to achieve personal and academic goals
• Bring necessary equipment and supplies to class
• Keep an organized and logical system of information files/notebooks
• Use appropriate strategies for organizing complex information
• Select and use technology effectively and productively

Affective
How can students
manage their own
state of mind?

Managing state of mind
• Mindfulness:
Practice focus and concentration, strategies to develop mental focus and to
overcome distractions, being aware of body–mind connections
• Perseverance
Demonstrate persistence and perseverance and delaying gratification
• Emotional management
Practice strategies to overcome impulsiveness and anger, prevent and eliminate
bullying, and reduce stress and anxiety
• Self-motivation
Practice analyzing and attributing causes for failure, managing self-talk, and
positive thinking
• Resilience
Practice: “bouncing back” after adversity, mistakes and failures; “failing well”;
dealing with disappointment and unmet expectations; dealing with change

(Re)considering the process of learning; choosing and using ATL skills
•
•

Reflection
How can students be
reflective?

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Develop new skills, techniques and strategies for effective learning
Identify strengths and weaknesses of personal learning strategies (selfassessment)
Demonstrate flexibility in the selection and use of learning strategies
Try new ATL skills and evaluate their effectiveness
Consider content: What did I learn about today? What don’t I yet
understand? What questions do I have now?
Consider ATL skills development: What can I already do? How can I share
my skills to help peers who need more practice? What will I work on next?
Consider personal learning strategies: What can I do to become a more
efficient and effective learner? How can I become more flexible in my
choice of learning strategies? What factors are important for helping me
learn well?
Focus on the process of creating by imitating the work of others
Consider ethical, cultural and environmental implications
Keep a journal to record reflections
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Finding, interpreting, judging and creating information

•
•
•
•

Information Literacy
How can students
demonstrate
information literacy?

•
•
•
•
•

Research

•
•
•
•

Collect, record and verify data
Access information to be informed and inform others
Make connections between various sources of information
Understand the benefits and limitations of personal sensory learning
preferences when accessing, processing and recalling information
Use memory techniques to develop long-term memory
Present information in a variety of formats and platforms
Collect and analyze data to identify solutions and make informed decisions
Process data and report results
Evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on their
appropriateness to specific tasks
Understand and use technology systems
Use critical literacy skills to analyze and interpret media communications
Understand and implement intellectual property rights
Create references and citations, use footnotes/endnotes and construct a
bibliography according to recognized conventions
Identify primary and secondary sources

•
Interacting with media to use and create ideas and information
•

Media Literacy Skills
How can students
demonstrate media
literacy?

•
•
•
•
•

•

Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize and ethically use information
from a variety of sources and media (including digital social media and
online networks)
Demonstrate awareness of media interpretations of events and ideas
(including digital social media)
Make informed choices about personal viewing experiences
Understand the impact of media representations and modes of
presentation
Seek a range of perspectives from multiple and varied sources
Communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using
a variety of media and formats
Compare, contrast and draw connections among (multi)media resources
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Analyzing and evaluating issues and ideas

•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical Thinking
How can students
think critically?

Thinking
Creative Thinking
How can students be
creative?

Transfer
How can students
transfer skills and
knowledge across
disciplines and
subject groups?

Practice observing carefully in order to recognize problems
Gather and organize relevant information to formulate an argument
Recognize unstated assumptions and bias
Interpret data
Evaluate evidence, arguments and propositions
Draw reasonable conclusions and generalizations; Test generalizations and
conclusions
• Revise understanding based on new information and evidence
• Evaluate and manage risk
• Formulate factual, topical, conceptual and debatable questions
• Consider ideas from multiple perspectives
• Develop contrary or opposing arguments
• Analyze complex concepts and projects into their constituent parts and
synthesize them to create new understanding
• Propose and evaluate a variety of solutions
• Identify obstacles and challenges
• Use models and simulations to explore complex systems and issues
• Identify trends and forecast possibilities
• Troubleshoot systems and applications
Generating novel ideas and considering new perspectives
• Use brainstorming and visual diagrams to generate new ideas and inquiries
• Consider multiple alternatives, including those that might be unlikely or
impossible
• Create novel solutions to authentic problems
• Make unexpected or unusual connections between objects and/or ideas
• Design new machines or improvements to existing machines, media and
technologies
• Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products or processes
• Make guesses, ask “what if” questions and generate testable hypotheses
• Create original works and ideas; use existing works and ideas in new ways
• Practice flexible thinking—develop multiple opposing, contradictory and
complementary arguments
• Practice visible thinking strategies and techniques
• Generate metaphors and analogies
Using skills and knowledge in multiple contexts
• Use effective learning strategies in subject groups and disciplines
• Apply skills and knowledge in unfamiliar situations
• Inquire in different contexts to gain a different perspective
• Compare conceptual understanding (make connections) across multiple
subject groups and disciplines
• Combine knowledge, understanding and skills to create products or
solutions
• Transfer current knowledge to learning of new technologies
• Change the context of an inquiry to gain different perspectives
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